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Revisited solar neutrino uxes and CNO-ylelifetimes using reent ross-setion fator datafrom pp-hain reationsG. I. Karathanou a,V.Tsikoudi a, Th. Liolios b and T.S. Kosmas aaTheoretial Physis Setion, University of Ioannina, GR 45110 Ioannina, GreeebHelleni Army Aademy, Department of Physial Sienes & Appliations,Vari16673, Attia, Greee
AbstratWe provide revisited lifetimes for CNO-yle isotopes using improved radiative opa-ities and elemental abundanes in the ontext of several solar models. We alsoemploy reent experiments (LUNA) and alulations for the nulear ross-setionfators in order to update solar neutrino uxes (�) for proton-proton hain rea-tions. We ompare them with those obtained by previous theoretial solar models.Currently, we study neutrino-nuleus reations, the nulear detetor response toneutrinos produed through hep and 8B thermonulear reation hannels.1 IntrodutionHydrogen burning is the �rst stage of major nulear burning in the entersof the stars and spei�ally in the Sun. During this proess four protons arebeing fused to produe 4He as well as e+, �e and -radiation and the totalenergy released is Q = 26:73MeV . For hydrogen, there are two main reationhains, the proton-proton hain and the CNO yle, the former dominates inlower-main sequene stars (M < 1; 5MJ) suh as our Sun. In CNO yle thearbon, nitrogen, and oxygen elements are not onsumed, instead they arereyled and at as atalysts.The key to understanding the CNO-yle reations lies in appreiating thelifetimes of the nulei against protons. In this work we derive e�etive ross-setion fators for the interation of the 12C, 13C, 14N , 15N , 16O and 17O withprotons and using data from three di�erent re�ned solar models we omputelifetimes for these CNO isotopes.



In the last few years there has been a signi�ant progress in the experimentalstudy of low energy nulear reations. Existing LUNA and latter Borexino so-lar neutrino experiments, are expeted to determine whether the energy spe-trum of eletron type neutrinos reated in the enter of the sun is modi�ed byphysis beyond standard eletroweak theory. Moreover, will provide preisiontests of solar model preditions for the rates at whih nulear reations ourin the sun.The LUNA experiment [1℄ has reently taken measurements down to solarenergies, and determine the nulear ross-setion fator with 6% auray,whih translates into 3% unertainty in the predition of the solar neutrinoux. In this work we used these fators in order to update solar neutrino uxesfor proton-proton hain reations[2℄.Several other neutrino-detetion terrestrial experiments have been developedin order to study neutrino-nuleus interations. These reations enable us tostudy the neutrino intrinsi properties, the struture of the fundamental ele-troweak interations and many astrophysial phenomena that take plae inthe interior of stars. The most important problem in extrating informationfrom neutrino-nuleus sattering experiments remain the very small interat-ing ross setions. In this issue we urrently devote a speial e�ort on alulat-ing onvoluted total ross setions for the oherent and inoherent hannels,using the energy spetrum distribution of the hep neutrino soures.2 The CNO-yle lifetimes in the ontext of reent re�ned solarmodelsReent investigations on the ross-setion fators for the reations of 12C, 13C,14N , 15N , 16O and 17O with protons provide the possibility of determiningvariations of these fators with temperature and their e�ets on the meanlifetimes, � , of the nulei involved.The ross-setion fator S(E) is de�ned for a thermonulear reation by theequation �(E) = S(E)E exp(�2��) (1)where � is the reation ross-setion, E is the enter-of-mass interation energyand � is the Sommerfeld parameter.In stellar problems, the ross-setion times relative veloity must be integratedover the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution in energy, at the temperature, T, of2



the medium. Expanding S(E) in a Taylor series, the average value for theross-setion times relative veloity beomesh��i = ( 2�kT )1=2(�E0=kT )Seff exp(�3E0=kT ) (2)where the quantity Seff is given below asSeff = S(0)[1 + 5kT36E0 ℄ + S 0(0)E0[1 + 35kT36E0 ℄ + 12S 00(0)E20 [1 + 89kT36E0 ℄ (3)The S-fator is onvenient for extrapolating measured ross setions down tolower astrophysial energies. When S(E) is assumed to be a onstant, theintegrand is peaked at the "most e�etive energy" E0 [3℄.The lifetime in years for resonant reations is given by1�p(X) = 2:45� 1016�X1A1 fSeff [Z1Z2AT 26 ℄1=3 exp(�BT�1=36 )yr�1 (4)where f is the eletron-sreening fator and B = 42:48(Z21Z22A)1=3. For inter-ations with hydrogen, X1 = XH , Z1 = 1, A1 � 1, A = A1A2=A1 + A2 theirredued nulear mass and kT = 0:086T6 [4℄.Reently, three re�ned solar models have been developed. In this work weexploit the preditions of them in order to obtain the CNO-yle lifetimes byusing the ross setion fators [5℄.The �rst model from J. N. Bahall, M. H. Pinsonneault and S. Basu [6℄ usesolder radiative opaities and heavy element abundanes from Grevesse andSauval (1998). Predited neutrino uxes di�er by several standard deviationsfrom observed experimental solar neutrino uxes (GALLEX, Kamiokande,et.). This model is in (relatively) good agreement with the results from he-lioseismology (sound speed, depth of the onvetion zone et.). The seondmodel BS05(AGS, OP) [7℄ uses new lower heavy element abundanes takingfrom Asplund et al. (2005) and OP opaities. The preditions of this model arein disagreement with helioseismologial measurements. The third model BS05(OP) [7℄ uses older higher heavy element abundanes and new OP opaities.The preditions of this model give muh better agreement with helioseismo-logial measurements.In Table 1 we show some representative alulated results for the lifetimes inCNO-yle based on the preditions of the above models. This table ontainsthe log(��XH=100) whih is presented over the temperature range 3� 106 to15�106 degrees for the C12(p+)N13 proton reation in the CNO-yle, where3



Table 1Dependene of log(��XH=100) on temperature for the 12C nulei whih take plaein the C12(p+ )N13 reation in the ontext of three di�erent re�ned solar models.T6 BPB [6℄ BS(AGS, OP)[7℄ BS(OP)[7℄3.996 20.92073 20.86104 20.952926.999 13.72399 13.61986 13.68519.953 9.92206 9.88269 9.919413.000 7.42201 7.39552 7.4130715.000 6.23481 6.21463 6.22915� is the density and XH the hydrogen onentration by mass (the fator 100is introdued as an order-of-magnitude value for �XH in main-sequene starssuh as the Sun) [4℄. As an be seen from Table 1 the results for the lifetimesare not signi�antly a�eted by the hoie of heavy-element abundanes orthe radiative opaities.3 Solar neutrino uxes using resent LUNA ross-setion fatorsThe various standard solar models ontain several low-energy nulear ross-setion fators and other parameters. Here we examine the dependene of thesolar neutrino uxes on these fators. The most important uxes for solarneutrino experiments are the low energy pp neutrinos �(pp), the intermediateenergy 7Be line neutrinos �(7Be), and the rare high energy 8B neutrinos�(8B).The relative rates of the 3He(�; )7Be and 3He(3He; 2p)4He reations deter-mine what frations of pp-hain results in 7Be or 8B neutrinos. So, if S33 andS34 be the low energy nulear ross-setion fators for these reations then�(pp) / S0:0333 S�0:0634 ; �(7Be) / S�0:4333 S0:8634 ; �(8B) / S�0:4033 S0:8134 (5)Reently LUNA ollaboration [1℄ have derived zero-energy astrophysial fa-tors S33(0) = (5:32 � 0:08) MeV b and S34(0) = (0:560 � 0:017) keV b forthe reations 3He(3He; 2p)4He and 3He(�; )7Be. These values give updatedsolar neutrino uxes [8℄. Terrestrial experiments require exat desription ofthese uxes for all possible neutrino soures.4



In the rest of the paper we deal with the response of various nulear detetorsto suh neutrino soures.4 Solar neutrino detetion by nulear targetsIn neutral-urrent neutrino-nuleus proesses, onsidered in the present work,intermediate energy solar neutrinos are elasti sattered from a nuleus (A,Z)via the exhange of neutral Z0 bosons. Suh reations are represented by� + (A;Z)! � 0 + (A;Z)� (6)At low energies, relevant for solar neutrinos, the nulear detetor an betreated as a point satterer mostly remaining in its ground state. In suhases nuleons respond oherently. Therefore the general expression for thedi�erential ross setion in a good approximation redues tod�d(os�) = G2 sin2�w2� A2E2�(1 + os�) (7)where A = N + Z, (N and Z are the neutron and proton numbers), � thesattering angle, �w the Weinberg angle and E� the energy in MeV [9℄. In-tegrating over all diretions, the total ross setion for nulei with even-even(J = 0) and N=Z is � � 4� 10�43N2E2�m2MeV �2.The oherene fator A2 in Eq. (7) and the fator N2 in equation below rep-resent one of the main advantages of using neutrino-nuleus elasti sattering.For pratial ases, the ross setion an be a fator of 103�104 larger than theorresponding neutrino absorption and neutrino-eletron sattering proess.We must notie that the main diÆulty in studying neutrino-nuleus satteringis that the only observable e�et is the nulear reoil. The average energy ofthis e�et is hE�i = 23A( E�1MeV )2keV (8)Hene, the nulear-target must be hosen arefully beause the ross setioninreases as N2 and the reoil energy dereases inversely as the mass numberA.In priniple, oherent sattering ould be used to detet all of the solar neu-trino soures. In pratie, the 8B and hep neutrinos (intermediate energy solar5
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Fig. 1. The hep neutrino energy spetrum obtained in the ontext of the standardsolar model.neutrinos) whih may have higher energies, may be easier to detet sine boththe oherent sattering ross setion and the magnitude of the nulear reoilare proportional to the square of the neutrino energy [10℄.In this work we fous on the study of the response of onrete nulei in the hepenergy spetrum. We have hosen a set of four nulei whih are very importantfrom an experiment point of view in ongoing experiments.The energy distribution of hep neutrinos is approximated by Fig. 1. This �gureshows the energy spetrum of these neutrinos, f(E�), that is predited by thestandard solar model and normalized to unity as R f(E�)dE� = 1.The analytial expression whih �ts to the above energy distribution f(E�) ofhep neutrinos is easily estimated by using appropriate program and in a verygood approximation, this energy spetrum (ontinuum red line) is:f(X) = �0 + �1X + �2X2 + �3X3 + �4X4 + �5X5 (9)where�0 = 1 � 10�5, �1 = �2 � 10�5, �2 = 42 � 10�4, �3 = �44 � 10�5, �4 = 1 � 10�5,�5 = �2:6641� 10�9. 6



Our main goal of suh e�orts is to alulate the folded (onvoluted) totalross setions of neutrino in nuleus reations,�(E�) given by various nulearmodels. Currently we employed QRPA results for the total ross setions, for16O, 40Ar, 56Fe and 98Mo nulei and using the energy spetrum distributionfor these hannels: the oherent hannel, h�ohi and the inoherent hannel forvarious omponents of the hadroni urrent operator.The results will be published elsewhere [11℄.5 Summary and ConlusionsIn the present work we adopt the most reent LUNA experimental data forthe nulear ross-setion S-fator in order to update solar neutrino uxes (�)for the p-p hain and ompare with those obtained by previous theoretialsolar models. We �nd that, our updated �pp and �pep are slightly improvedfrom previous �� uxes while the �7Be, �8B are appreiably improved overthe previous models [8℄[12℄.As a byprodut we omputed lifetimes for the CNO nulei using improvedradiative opaities and element abundanes and we ompare our results withlifetimes obtained by other solar models. We onlude that the lifetimes are notsigni�antly a�eted by the hoie of heavy-element abundanes or radiativeopaities.Currently we perform alulations for folded total ross setions of neutrino-nuleus reations for four nulei. The study of total ross setions in neutrino-nuleus reations is of great importane in neutrino detetion in partiular fornulear targets used in the existing neutrino detetors and promising nulearisotopes proposed to be used as neutrino detetion targets. Results will bepublished soon.Aknowledgements. This researh was supported by the �ENE� No 03E�807projet of the General Seretariat for Researh and Tehnology of the HelleniMinistry of Development.Referenes[1℄ G. Gyurky et al. (LUNA-experiment), Phys. Rev. C 75, 035805 (2007).[2℄ W.C. Haxton and A.M. Serenelli, arXiv:0805.2013v1 [astro-ph℄,(2008).7
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